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Virtual machine monitors are becoming popular tools for the deployment of database management
systems and other enterprise software. In this paper, we consider a common resource consolida-
tion scenario in which several database management system instances, each running in a separate
virtual machine, are sharing a common pool of physical computing resources. We address the
problem of optimizing the performance of these database management systems by controlling the
congurations of the virtual machines in which they run. These virtual machine congurations
determine how the shared physical resources will be allocated to the dierent database system in-
stances. We introduce a virtualization design advisor that uses information about the anticipated
workloads of each of the database systems to recommend workload-specic congurations oine.
Furthermore, run-time information collected after the deployment of the recommended congu-
rations can be used to rene the recommendation and to handle changes in the workload. To
estimate the eect of a particular resource allocation on workload performance, we use the query
optimizer in a new what-if mode. We have implemented our approach using both PostgreSQL
and DB2, and we have experimentally evaluated its eectiveness using DSS and OLTP workloads.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.2.2 [Database Management]: Physical Design
General Terms: Algorithms, Design, Experimentation, Performance
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Virtualization, Virtual Machine Conguration
1. INTRODUCTION
Virtual machine monitors are becoming popular tools for the deployment of database
management systems and other enterprise software systems. Virtualization adds
a exible and programmable layer of software between \applications", such as
database management systems, and the resources used by these applications. This
layer of software, called the virtual machine monitor (VMM), maps the virtual
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Fig. 1. Resource consolidation using virtual machines.
resources perceived by applications to real physical resources. By managing this
mapping from virtual resources to physical resources and changing it as needed, the
VMM can be used to transparently allow multiple applications to share resources
and to change the allocation of resources to applications as needed.
There are many reasons for virtualizing resources. For example, some virtual
machine monitors enable live migration of virtual machines (and the applications
that run on them) among physical hosts [Clark et al. 2005]. This capability can be
exploited, for example, to simplify the administration of physical machines or to
accomplish dynamic load balancing. One important motivation for virtualization
is to support enterprise resource consolidation [Microsoft Corporation 2009]. Re-
source consolidation means taking a variety of applications that run on dedicated
computing resources and moving them to a shared resource pool. This improves the
utilization of the physical resources, simplies resource administration, and reduces
costs for the enterprise. One way to implement resource consolidation is to place
each application in a virtual machine (VM) which encapsulates the application's
original execution environment. These VMs can then be hosted by a shared pool
of physical computing resources. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
When creating a VM for one or more applications, it is important to correctly
congure this VM. An important decision to be made when conguring a VM is
deciding how much of the available physical resources will be allocated to this VM.
Our goal in this paper is to automatically make this decision for virtual machines
that host database management systems and compete against each other for the
resources of one physical machine.
As a motivating example, consider the following scenario. We created two Xen
VMs [Barham et al. 2003], one running an instance of PostgreSQL and the other
running an instance of DB2, and we hosted them on the same physical server.1 On
the rst VM, we ran a workload consisting of 1 instance of TPC-H query Q17 on a
1The full details of our experimental setup can be found in Section 7.
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Fig. 2. Motivating example.
10GB database. We call this the PostgreSQL workload. On the second VM, we ran
a workload on a 10GB TPC-H database consisting of 1 instance of TPC-H Q18.
We call this the DB2 workload. As an initial conguration, we allocate 50% of the
available CPU and memory capacity to each of the two VMs. We notice that at
this resource allocation the run time of both workloads is almost identical. When
we apply our conguration technique, it recommends allocating 15% and 20% of
the available CPU and memory, respectively, to the VM running PostgreSQL and
85% and 80% of the available CPU and memory, respectively, to the VM running
DB2. Figure 2 shows the execution time of the two workloads under the initial
and recommended congurations. The PostgreSQL workload suers a slight degra-
dation in performance (7%) under the recommended conguration as compared
to the initial conguration. On the other hand, the recommended conguration
boosts the performance of the DB2 workload by 55%, resulting in an overall per-
formance improvement of 24%. This is because the PostgreSQL workload is very
I/O intensive in our execution environment, so its performance is not sensitive to
changes in CPU or memory allocation. The DB2 workload, in contrast, is CPU
intensive, so it benets from the extra CPU allocation. DB2 is also able to adjust
its query execution plan to take advantage of the extra allocated memory. This
simple example illustrates the potential performance benets that can be obtained
by adjusting resource allocation levels based on workload characteristics.
Our approach to virtual machine conguration is to use information about the
anticipated workloads of each database management system (DBMS) to determine
an appropriate conguration for the virtual machine in which it runs. An advantage
of this approach is that we can avoid allocating resources to DBMS instances that
will obtain little benet from them. For example, we can distinguish CPU inten-
sive workloads from I/O intensive workloads and allocate more CPU to the former.
Our technique is implemented as a virtualization design advisor, analogous to the
physical design advisors available for relational DBMSes. However, our virtualiza-
tion design advisor diers from DBMS physical design advisors in two signicant
ways. First, it recommends a conguration for the virtual machine containing the
DBMS, rather than the DBMS itself. Second, our advisor is used to recommend
congurations for a set of virtual machines that are sharing physical resources,
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while most DBMS physical design tools guide the conguration of a single DBMS
instance. Once the congured virtual machines are up and running, our advisor is
also capable of collecting run-time information that allows it to rene its recom-
mendations online. Our advisor also uses run-time information to detect changes
in the workloads and adjust the virtual machines' congurations accordingly.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview
of related work. In Section 3, we present a denition of the virtualization design
problem. Section 4 describes our virtualization design advisor and presents a cost
model calibration methodology that allows the design advisor to leverage the query
optimizer cost models of the DBMSes that are being consolidated. In Section 5,
we present an extension to the advisor that allows it to rene its recommendations
using run-time performance measurements of the consolidated, virtualized DBMS
instances. In Section 6, we present our approach for handling changes in the work-
loads of the previously congured virtual machines. In Section 7, we present an
experimental evaluation of our approach using PostgreSQL and DB2 as our target
database systems. We conclude in Section 8.
2. RELATED WORK
There are currently several technologies for machine virtualization [Barham et al.
2003; Rosenblum and Garnkel 2005; Smith and Nair 2005; Habib 2008; Microsoft
Corporation 2008; Watson 2008; VMware ], and our proposed virtualization de-
sign advisor can work with any of them. As these virtualization technologies are
being more widely adopted, there is an increasing interest in the problem of au-
tomating the deployment and control of virtualized applications, including database
systems [Khanna et al. 2006; Ruth et al. 2006; Shivam et al. 2007; Steinder et al.
2008; Wang et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2008; Park and Humphrey 2009]. Work on
this problem varies in the control mechanisms that are exploited and in the perfor-
mance modeling methodology and optimization objectives that are used. However,
a common feature of this work is that the target applications are treated as black
boxes that are characterized by simple models, typically governed by a small num-
ber of parameters. In contrast, the virtualization design advisor described in this
paper is specic to database systems, and it attempts to exploit database system
cost models to achieve its objectives. There is also work on application deployment
and control, including resource allocation and dynamic provisioning, that does not
exploit virtualization technology [Bennani and Menasce 2005; Tesauro et al. 2005;
Karve et al. 2006; Tang et al. 2007]. However, this work also treats the target
applications as black boxes.
In an earlier version of this paper [Soror et al. 2008], we proposed a solution to
the virtualization design problem in the form of a virtualization design advisor. In
that paper our primary focus was allocating a single resource (specically, CPU).
This paper extends the earlier version by presenting automatic allocation of CPU
and memory. Additionally, it describes the use of run-time information to rene
our recommendations for these resources. We also introduce a dynamic resource
re-allocation scheme for dealing with changes in workload characteristics at run
time, and we present an extensive empirical evaluation of the proposed techniques.
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Notation Description
Wi workload of the ith DBMS
Ri = [ri1;:::;riM] resource shares allocated to work-
load Wi's virtual machine
Cost(Wi;Ri) cost of running Wi under Ri
Li allowable degradation limit for Wi
at the recommended allocation
Gi benet gain factor of a unit im-
provement in cost for Wi
Esti estimated cost of Wi
Acti actual cost of running Wi
Eip relative modeling error for Wi in
monitoring period p
Table I. Notation used throughout the paper.
There has been a substantial amount of work on the problem of tuning database
system congurations for specic workloads or execution environments [Weikum
et al. 2002] and on the problem of making database systems more exible and
adaptive in their use of computing resources [Martin et al. 2000; Agrawal et al.
2003; Dias et al. 2005; Narayanan et al. 2005; Storm et al. 2006]. However, in this
paper we are tuning the resources allocated to the database system, rather than
tuning the database system for a given resource setting. Resource management and
scheduling have also been addressed within the context of database systems [Carey
et al. 1989; Mehta and DeWitt 1993; Davison and Graefe 1995; Garofalakis and
Ioannidis 1996]. That work focuses primarily on the problem of allocating a xed
pool of resources to individual queries or query plan operators, or on scheduling
queries or operators to run on the available resources. In contrast, our resource
allocation problem is external to the database system, and hence our approach
relies only on the availability of query cost estimates from the database systems.
Work in the area of database workload characterization is also relevant. Database
workloads can be characterized based on black box characteristics like response
time, CPU utilization, page reference characteristics, and disk utilization [Liu et al.
2004]. Alternatively, it is possible to make use of more specic database-related
characteristics that consider the structure and complexity of SQL statements, the
makeup and run-time behavior of transactions/queries, and the composition of
relations and views [Yu et al. 1992]. Our work uses query optimizer cost estimates
to determine the initial allocation of resources to virtual machines and to detect
changes in the characteristics of the workloads. This change information is used to
decide the course of action in our dynamic resource allocation algorithm.
3. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Our problem setting is illustrated in Figure 1. N virtual machines, each running
an independent DBMS, are competing for the physical resources of one server. For
each DBMS, we are given a workload description consisting of a set of SQL state-
ments (possibly with a frequency of occurrence for each statement). The notation
that we use in this paper is presented in Table I. We use Wi (1  i  N) to rep-
resent the workload of the ith DBMS. In our problem setting, since we are making
resource allocation decisions across workloads and not for one specic workload, it
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is important that the workloads represent the statements processed by the dierent
DBMSes in the same amount of time. That is, the length of the monitoring interval
in which the workload is collected should be the same for all DBMSes. A longer
workload, therefore, represents a higher rate of arrival for SQL statements.
We assume that there are M dierent types of physical resources, such as memory,
CPU capacity, or I/O bandwidth, that are to be allocated to the virtual machines.
Our problem is to allocate a share, or fraction, of each physical resource to each
of the virtual machines. We use Ri = [ri1;:::;riM], 0  rij  1, to represent the
resource shares allocated to workload Wi's virtual machine. The shares are used to
set conguration parameters of the virtual machines so that the resource allocations
described by the shares are enforced by the virtual machine monitor.
We assume that each workload has an associated cost, which depends on the
resources allocated to the virtual machine in which the workload runs. We use
Cost(Wi;Ri) to represent the cost of running workload Wi under resource allocation
Ri. Our goal is to nd a feasible set of resource allocations rij such that the
total cost over all of the workloads is minimized. Specically, we must choose rij
(1  i  N, 1  j  M) such that
N X
i=1
Cost(Wi;Ri)
is minimized, subject to rij  0 for all i;j and
PN
i=1 rij  1 for all j. This problem
was originally dened (but not solved) in [Soror et al. 2007], and was named the
virtualization design problem.
In this paper, we consider a generalized version of the virtualization design prob-
lem. The generalized version includes an additional requirement that the solution
must satisfy quality of service (QoS) requirements which may be imposed on one
or more of the workloads. The QoS requirements specify the maximum increase in
cost that is permitted for a workload under the recommended resource allocation.
We dene the cost degradation for a workload Wi under a resource allocation Ri
as:
Degradation(Wi;Ri) =
Cost(Wi;Ri)
Cost(Wi;[1;:::;1])
where [1;:::;1] represents the resource allocation in which all of the available re-
sources are allocated to Wi. In the generalized version of the virtualization design
problem, a degradation limit Li (Li  1) is specied for each workload Wi, and the
solution is required to satisfy the constraint:
Degradation(Wi;Ri)  Li
for all i. The degradation limit Li is specied to be innite for workloads for which
limiting degradation is not desired. For those workloads where no degradation is
allowed, the degradation limit Li is set to its minimum value of 1. We do not
require a workload to have any information about the other workloads that it will
be sharing the physical server with. Thus, the degradation limit is specied per
workload rather than being specied as a percentage of the total overall cost of
running all the workloads. The relation between QoS requirements like degradation
limit and typical service level agreements is discussed in Section 4.6.
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Fig. 3. Virtualization design advisor.
We also introduce a mechanism for specifying relative priorities among the dif-
ferent workloads. A benet gain factor Gi (Gi  1) can be specied for each
workload, indicating how important it is to improve the performance of this work-
load compared to other workloads. Each unit of cost improvement for workload
Wi is considered to be worth Gi cost units. The default setting for the dierent
workloads is Gi = 1, indicating that all workloads should be treated equally. In-
creasing Gi for a particular workload may cause it to get more than its fair share
of resources since cost improvements to it are amplied. Incorporating this metric
into our problem denition requires us to change the cost equation being minimized
to the following:
N X
i=1
Gi  Cost(Wi;Ri)
In this paper, we focus on the case in which two resources, CPU and memory,
are to be allocated among the virtual machines, i.e., M = 2. Most virtual machine
monitors currently provide mechanisms for controlling the allocation of these two
resources to VMs, but it is uncommon for virtual machine monitors to provide
mechanisms for controlling other resources, such as storage bandwidth. Neverthe-
less, our problem formulation and our virtualization design advisor can handle as
many resources as the virtual machine monitor can control.
4. VIRTUALIZATION DESIGN ADVISOR
A high level overview of our virtualization design advisor is given in Figure 3.
The advisor makes initial, static resource allocation recommendations based on
the workload descriptions and performance goals. Two modules within the design
advisor interact to make these recommendations: a conguration enumerator and
a cost estimator. The conguration enumerator is responsible for directing the
exploration of the space of possible congurations, i.e., allocations of resources
to virtual machines. The conguration enumerator is described in more detail
in Section 4.5. To evaluate the cost of a workload under a particular resource
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Parameter Description
random page cost cost of non-sequential disk page I/O
cpu tuple cost CPU cost of processing one tuple
cpu operator cost per-tuple CPU cost for each predicate in a WHERE clause
cpu index tuple cost CPU cost of processing one index tuple
shared buffers shared buerpool size
work mem amount of memory to be used by each sorting and hashing operator
effective cache size size of the le system's page cache
Table II. PostgreSQL query optimizer parameters.
Parameter Description
cpuspeed CPU speed in milliseconds per instruction
overhead overhead for a single random I/O in milliseconds
transfer rate time to read a data page in milliseconds
sortheap maximum number of memory pages to be used for sorts
bufferpool buerpool size
Table III. DB2 query optimizer parameters.
allocation, the advisor uses the cost estimation module. Given a workload Wi and
a candidate resource assignment Ri, selected by the conguration enumerator, the
cost estimation module is responsible for estimating Cost(Wi;Ri). Cost estimation
is described in more detail in Section 4.1.
In addition to recommending initial virtual machine congurations, the virtual-
ization design advisor can also adjust its recommendations dynamically based on
observed workload costs to correct for any cost estimation errors made during the
original recommendation phase. This online renement is described in Section 5.
Additionally, the virtualization design advisor uses continuous monitoring informa-
tion to dynamically detect changes in the observed workload characteristics and
adjust the recommendations accordingly. This dynamic conguration management
is described in Section 6.
4.1 Cost Estimation
Given a workload Wi and a candidate resource allocation Ri, the cost estimator
is responsible for estimating Cost(Wi;Ri). Our strategy for cost estimation is to
leverage the cost models that are built into the database systems for query opti-
mization. These models incorporate a wealth of information about query processing
within the DBMS, and we would like to avoid reinventing this for the purpose of
virtualization design.
The query optimizer cost model of a database system DB can be described as a
function CostDB(Wi;Pi;Di), where Wi is a SQL workload, Pi = [pi1;pi2;:::;piL]
is a vector of query optimizer conguration parameters, and Di is the database
instance. The parameters Pi are used to describe both the available computing
resources and parts of the DBMS conguration that are relevant to the cost model.
For example, Tables II and III list the relevant conguration parameters used by
PostgreSQL version 8.1.3 and DB2 version 9, respectively.
There are two problems in using the query optimizer cost model for cost es-
timation in the virtualization design advisor. The rst problem is the diculty
of comparing cost estimates produced by dierent DBMSes. This is required for
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Fig. 4. Cost estimation for virtualization design.
virtualization design because the design advisor is required to assign resources to
multiple database systems, each of which may use a dierent cost model. DBMS
cost models are intended to produce estimates that can be used to compare the
costs of alternative query execution strategies for a single DBMS and a xed exe-
cution environment. In general, comparing cost estimates from dierent DBMSes
may be dicult because they may have very dierent notions of cost. For exam-
ple, one DBMS's denition of cost might be response time, while another's may
be total computing resource consumption. Even if two DBMSes have the same
notion of cost, the cost estimates are typically normalized, and dierent DBMSes
may normalize costs dierently. The rst of these two issues is beyond the scope
of this paper, and fortunately it is often not a problem since many DBMS query
optimizers dene cost as total resource consumption. For our purposes we will
assume that this is the case. The normalization problem is not dicult to solve,
but it does require that we renormalize the result of CostDB(Wi;Ri;Di) so that
estimates from dierent DBMSes will be comparable.
The second problem in using the query optimizer cost estimates is that these
cost estimates depend on the parameters Pi, while the virtualization design advisor
cost estimator is given a candidate resource allocation Ri. Thus, to leverage the
DBMS query optimizer, we must have a means of mapping the given candidate
resource allocation to a set of DBMS conguration parameter values that reect the
candidate allocation. We use this mapping to dene a new \what-if" mode for the
DBMS query optimizer. Instead of generating cost estimates under a xed setting
of Pi as a query optimizer typically would, we map a given Ri to the corresponding
Pi, and we optimize the query with this Pi. The cost estimates produced with this
Pi provide us with an answer to the question: \If the resource allocation was set in
this particular way, what would be the cost of the given workload?"
We construct cost estimators for the dierent DBMSes handled by the virtual-
ization design advisor as shown in Figure 4. A calibration step is used to determine
a set of DBMS cost model conguration parameters corresponding to the dierent
possible candidate resource allocations. This calibration step is performed once per
DBMS on every physical machine before running the virtualization design advisor
on this machine. Once the appropriate conguration parameters Pi for every Ri
have been determined, the DBMS cost model is used to generate CostDB for the
given workload. Finally, this cost is renormalized to produce the cost estimate
required by the virtualization design advisor.
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The calibration and renormalization steps shown in Figure 4 must be custom-
designed for every DBMS for which the virtualization design advisor will recom-
mend designs. This is a one-time task that is undertaken by the developers of the
DBMS. To test the feasibility of this approach, we have designed calibration and
renormalization steps for both PostgreSQL and DB2. We describe these steps next.
4.2 Renormalizing the Optimizer Cost Estimates
We start with renormalization, which is the simpler of the two tasks. In our mo-
tivating example in Section 1, each of the two virtual machines was running a
dierent DBMS, which demonstrates the need for renormalization to make correct
resource allocation decisions. As already noted, we assume that the DBMS denes
cost as total resource consumption and, as a result, the renormalization step is
straightforward. We only need to devise a mapping between each DBMS-specic
cost estimation unit and a unied cost estimation unit of our choice. We have
chosen to express costs in units of seconds. In PostgreSQL, all costs are normal-
ized with respect to the time required for a single sequential I/O operation. Thus,
renormalization for PostgreSQL simply requires that we multiply CostDB by the
number of seconds required for a sequential I/O operation. To determine this renor-
malization factor, we run a simple calibration program that sequentially reads 8 KB
blocks of data (the PostgreSQL page size) from the virtual machine's le system
and reports the average time per block. In DB2, all costs are expressed in terms
of timerons [IBM Corporation 2006]. A timeron is a synthetic unit of measure. It
gives a relative estimate of the resources (cost) required by the DBMS to execute
a plan. Hence, to determine the renormalization factor, we execute several calibra-
tion queries, and we note for each query both the actual time taken to execute the
query and its estimated cost in timerons. The renormalization factor for converting
timerons to seconds is then determined by means of a linear regression.
4.3 Calibrating the Optimizer Conguration Parameters
The calibration of the optimizer conguration parameters Pi is more involved than
renormalization. We can distinguish between two types of parameters. Prescrip-
tive parameters control the conguration of the DBMS itself. Changing the value of
these parameters changes the conguration of the DBMS itself. For PostgreSQL,
shared buffers and work mem are prescriptive parameters. Descriptive parame-
ters, in contrast, exist only to characterize the execution environment. Chang-
ing these parameters aects the DBMS only indirectly through the eect that
they have on cost estimates. In PostgreSQL, parameters like cpu tuple cost,
random page cost, and effective cache size are descriptive parameters. For
DB2, parameters like sortheap and bufferpool are prescriptive parameters while
cpuspeed, overhead, and transfer rate are descriptive parameters.
Values for prescriptive parameters must be chosen to reect the mechanisms or
policies that determine the DBMS conguration. For example, if the PostgreSQL
work mem parameter will be left at its default value regardless of the amount of
memory that our design advisor allocates to the virtual machine in which the DBMS
will run, then the calibration procedure should simply assign that default value to
the work mem parameter. If, on the other hand, the DBMS's conguration will be
tuned in response to the amount of memory that is allocated to the virtual machine,
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then the calibration procedure should model this tuning policy. For example, in our
PostgreSQL experiments our policy was to set shared buffers (the PostgreSQL
buer pool size) to 10/16 of the memory available in the host virtual machine, and
to set work mem (the memory allocated to each query processing operator, such as
join) to 5MB regardless of the amount of memory available. Thus, our calibration
procedure mimics these policies, setting shared buffers according to the virtual
machine memory allocation described by Ri and setting work mem to 5MB regardless
of Ri. Similarly, in our DB2 experiments, we set bufferpool to 70% of the free
memory on the virtual machine and allocate the remainder to sortheap.
For each descriptive parameter pik, we wish to determine a calibration function
Calik that will dene a value for pik as a function of the candidate resource allo-
cation Ri. To do this, we use the following basic methodology for each parameter
pik:
(1) Dene a calibration query Q and a calibration database D such that
CostDB(Q;Pi;D) is independent of all descriptive parameters in Pi except for
pik.
(2) Choose a resource allocation Ri, instantiate D, and run Q under that resource
allocation, and measure its execution time TQ.
(3) The expression Renormalize(CostDB(Q, Pi,D)) denes a mathematical formula
in which pik is a variable. Solve Renormalize(CostDB(Q;Pi;D)) = TQ for pik,
and associate the resulting pik value with the resource allocation Ri. In our case,
the Renormalize() function represents the application of the renormalization
factor that was determined for the DBMS.
(4) Repeat the two preceding steps for a variety of dierent resource allocations
Ri, associating with each a value of pik.
(5) Perform regression analysis on the set of (Ri;pik) value pairs to determine a
calibration function Calik that maps resource allocations to pik values.
A specic instantiation of this general methodology must be designed for each
type of DBMS that will be considered by the virtualization design advisor. The
primary design tasks are the design of the calibration queries Q and calibration
database D (Step 1), the choice of resource allocations for which calibration mea-
surements will be taken (Step 2), and the choice of function to be t to the cali-
bration data (Step 5). The design of the calibration process requires deep expertise
in the implementation of the target DBMS for the selection of calibration queries
and database in Step 1. For example, it is important to ensure that the cost of
the calibration queries is dependent only on the parameter that is being calibrated.
It is also important to choose the calibration database in such a way that all the
assumptions made by the query optimizer are satised, so that the cost estimates
it produces are accurate. For example, if the optimizer assumes a uniform data
distribution then the calibration database should be uniformly distributed. The
expertise required for designing the calibration process is not a major constraint
on our approach, since this process is only designed once for each type of DBMS.
Some DBMSes (such as DB2) already include functionality for performing query
optimizer calibration, since it is required as part of the installation procedure of a
new DBMS instance.
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In practice, the basic calibration methodology can be rened and generalized in
several ways. One improvement is to choose calibration queries in Step 1 that have
minimal non-modeled costs. For example, one cost that is typically not modeled by
query optimizers is the cost of returning the query result to the application.2 This
cost can be minimized by choosing calibration queries that return few rows. Care
is also required in dening the calibration database. For example, it should be just
large enough to allow query execution times to be measured accurately. Larger
databases will increase the run times of the calibration queries and hence the cost
of calibration. Ideally, a single calibration database would be designed to be shared
by all of the calibration queries so that it is not necessary to instantiate multiple
databases during calibration.
Another potential problem with the basic methodology is that it may not be
possible to choose a single query that isolates a particular cost model parameter
in Step 1. In this case, one can instead identify a set of k queries that depend on
only k parameters. In Step 3 of the algorithm, a system of k equations is solved to
determine values for the k parameters for a given resource allocation.
As a simple example, consider the design of a calibration methodology for the
PostgreSQL cpu tuple cost parameter. PostgreSQL models the cost of a sequen-
tial table scan as a linear function of cpu tuple cost that involves no other cost
model parameters. Thus, we could use a simple single-table select * query with-
out predicates as our calibration query for cpu tuple cost in Step 1. However,
such a query would potentially return many tuples, leading to a large unmodeled
cost. To eliminate this problem, we could instead choose a select count(*) query
without predicates, since such a query will return only a single row. However, the
use of the count() aggregation in the query introduces a second cost model param-
eter (cpu operator cost) into the query cost equations. Thus, a second calibration
query involving the same two parameters will be required. One possibility is to use
another select count(*) query with a group by clause. The measured run times
of these two queries will then dene a system of two equations that can be solved
to determine appropriate values for cpu operator cost and cpu tuple cost for
each tested resource allocation.
Measuring cpu index tuple cost is more involved, but the concept is still the
same. We create queries that would have a known execution plan using the in-
dex. Because we are designing the queries, we know exactly the selectivity of the
predicate used for index lookup, how many index pages are scanned, and the exact
pages retrieved. We can substitute all of these known values in the cost model
equations to determine the value of the cpu index tuple cost parameter. We cal-
ibrate random page cost by running a program outside PostgreSQL that randomly
reads 8 KB chunks of data (the PostgreSQL page size) from a le residing on the
virtual disk of the virtual machine. The random page cost values that we obtain
by using this program are comparable to the values that we get by using an index
based selection query on a relation inside PostgreSQL to calibrate this parameter
by solving the equations used by the query optimizer cost model. Therefore, we
choose to use the simple program outside PostgreSQL to calibrate this parameter.
2DBMS cost models ignore this cost because it is the same for all plans for a given query, and
thus is irrelevant for the task of determining which plan is cheapest.
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As mentioned above, the complexity and methodology used for optimizer cali-
bration are dependent on the target DBMS. Some DBMSes, for example DB2, are
simpler to calibrate. The DB2 descriptive parameters are more generic, high level,
and not database specic. Unlike the PostgeSQL cpu tuple cost parameter, no
queries are needed to calibrate the DB2 cpuspeed parameter. Instead, a program
that runs on the virtual machine measures the time taken for executing a given
instruction. To calibrate overhead and transfer rate we use a procedure similar
to the one described above for the PostgreSQL I/O parameters.
4.4 Optimizing the Calibration Process
One of our major concerns was: \How can we reduce the number of dierent virtual
machines we need to realize and the number of calibration queries we need to run
in order to calibrate the query optimizer?" If we have N CPU settings and M
memory settings for the calibration experiments, a simplistic approach would be to
realize N M virtual machines (i.e., create the virtual machines with the required
CPU and memory settings and run them on the physical machine on which we
are calibrating) and run the calibration queries for each one. However, we could
signicantly reduce the calibration eort by relying on the observation that the
query optimizer parameters that describe CPU, I/O, and memory are independent
of each other and hence can be calibrated independently. We have veried this
observation experimentally on PostgreSQL and DB2.
For example, we have observed that the CPU optimizer parameters vary linearly
with 1/(allocated CPU fraction). This is expected since if the CPU share of a VM
is doubled, its CPU costs would be halved. At the same time, the CPU parameters
do not vary with memory since they are not describing memory. Thus, instead
of needing N  M experiments to calibrate CPU parameters, we only need N
experiments for the N CPU settings. For example, Figures 5 and 6 show the linear
variation of the PostgeSQL cpu tuple cost parameter and the DB2 cpuspeed
parameter with 1/(allocated CPU fraction). The gures show for each parameter
the value of the parameter obtained from a VM that was given 50% of the available
memory, the average value of the parameter obtained from 7 dierent VMs with
memory allocations of 20%{80%, and a linear regression on the values obtained
from the VM with 50% of the memory. We can see from the gures that CPU
parameters do not vary too much with memory, and that the linear regression is
a very accurate approximation. Thus, in our calibration of PostgreSQL and DB2,
we calibrate the CPU parameters at 50% memory allocation, and we use linear
regression to model how parameter values vary with 1/(CPU allocation). We have
found similar optimization opportunities for I/O parameters, as shown in Figures 7
and 8. The gures show that the I/O parameters do not depend on CPU or memory,
so they can be calibrated only once. In our calibration of PostgreSQL and DB2, we
calibrate the I/O parameters at 50% CPU allocation and 50% memory allocation.
We expect that for all database systems, the optimizer parameters describing
one resource will be independent of the level of allocation of other resources, and
we will be able to optimize the calibration process as we did for PostgreSQL and
DB2. This requires expert knowledge of the DBMS, but it can be considered part
of designing the calibration process for the DBMS, which is performed once by the
DBMS expert and then used as many times as needed by users of our advisor.
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Fig. 5. Variation in PostgreSQL cpu tuple cost.
Fig. 6. Variation in DB2 cpuspeed.
Fig. 7. Variation in PostgreSQL random page cost.
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Fig. 8. Variation in DB2 transfer rate.
4.5 Conguration Enumeration
The shape of the objective function we are minimizing is fairly smooth and con-
cave. For example, Figures 9 and 10 show the shape of this function for two pairs
of workloads using TPC-H queries running on PostgreSQL. Each gure shows the
sum of the estimated cost for two workloads under dierent CPU and memory allo-
cations. The x- and y-axes show the CPU and memory share allocated to the rst
workload. The remaining CPU and memory are allocated to the second workload.
In Figure 9, one workload is CPU intensive and the other is not, and in Figure 10
both workloads are CPU intensive and are competing for CPU. In both cases the
shape of the cost function remains smooth and concave. We have also veried this
for the case where we have N > 2 workloads. Hence, we adopt a greedy search as
our search algorithm. Due to the nature of the objective function, greedy search
is accurate and fast, and is not likely to terminate at a local minimum. We have
observed that when the greedy search does terminate at a local minimum, this
minimum is not far o from the global minimum. We have extensively compared
the results of the greedy algorithm to the results of an exhaustive search that nds
the true optimal, and we found that the greedy search is very often optimal and is
always within 5% of the optimal (see the experimental section for details). There-
fore, we were satised with our greedy search and did not explore more complicated
algorithms. Nevertheless, our optimization problem is a standard constrained op-
timization problem, so any advanced combinatorial optimization technique can be
used to solve it if needed.
Figure 11 illustrates our greedy conguration enumeration algorithm. Initially,
the algorithm assigns a 1=N share of each resource to each of the N workloads. It
then proceeds iteratively. In each iteration, it considers shifting a share  (say, 5%)
of some resource from one workload to another. The algorithm considers all such
resource reallocations, and if it nds reallocations of resources that are benecial
according to the cost estimator, then it makes the most benecial reallocation and
iterates again. If no benecial reallocations are found, the algorithm terminates,
reporting the current resource allocations as the recommended allocations.
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Fig. 9. Objective function for two workloads not competing for CPU.
Fig. 10. Objective function for two workloads competing for CPU.
The algorithm is greedy in the sense that it always removes resources from the
workload whose estimated cost will increase the least as a result of the realloca-
tion, and always adds resources to the workload whose estimated cost will decrease
the most as a result. If a workload has a performance degradation limit, Li, the
algorithm will only take resources away from this workload if its performance after
its resource level is reduced still remains within its degradation limit. If a work-
load has a benet gain factor, Gi, the algorithm will multiply its cost by Gi for
all levels of resource allocation. Since each iteration's reallocation aects only two
workloads and the reallocation only occurs if those workloads see a combined net
cost reduction, each iteration of the algorithm will decrease the total cost of the N
workloads.
Unlike the cost model calibration procedure described in Section 4.1, the greedy
search algorithm used for conguration enumeration does not require any access to
the virtualization infrastructure and does not involve the execution of any database
queries, since it is based on cost models. The algorithm does, however, call the
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// start with equal resource shares for all workloads
foreach i from 1 to N do
Ri = [1=N;:::;1=N]
Ci = Gi  Cost(Wi;Ri)
end
// greedily shift resources until no more benefit
done = false
repeat
MaxDiff = 0
foreach j from 1 to M do
MaxGainj = 0
MinLossj = 1
foreach i from 1 to N do
// who benefits most from an increase?
//  is a tunable algorithm parameter
C0 = Gi  Cost(Wi;[ri1;:::;rij + ;:::;riM])
if ( Ci   C0 > MaxGainj ) then
MaxGainj = Ci   C0
igain = i
end
// who suffers least from a reduction?
C0 = Gi  Cost(Wi;[ri1;:::;rij   ;:::;riM])
if ( C0   Ci < MinLossj ) and
( C0 satisfies degradation limit Li ) then
MinLossj = C0   Ci
ilose = i
end
end
// maximum benefit from adjusting this resource?
if (igain 6= ilose) and
( MaxGainj   MinLossj > MaxDiff ) then
MaxDiff = MaxGainj   MinLossj
imaxgain = igain
imaxlose = ilose
jmax = j
end
end
if ( MaxDiff > 0 ) then
rimaxgainjmax = rigainjmax + 
rimaxlosejmax = rilosejmax   
else
done = true
end
until done
Fig. 11. Greedy conguration enumeration algorithm.
DBMS query optimizer to estimate costs, and these calls can potentially be expen-
sive. A simple way to reduce the number of optimizer calls is to cache the estimated
costs computed in one iteration of the algorithm and reuse them in subsequent it-
erations. Since the algorithm changes the resource allocation of only two workloads
in each iteration, there will be many opportunities for reusing cached costs.
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4.6 Virtualization Design Advisor QoS and Typical Service Level Agreements
The nature of the QoS guarantees that our advisor can provide is closely related
to the estimator used to build the cost models for the input workloads. In our
case the cost model is the query optimizer, which can estimate the total comple-
tion time of a given workload under a given resource allocation. In this context,
we can provide guarantees on the estimated execution time for a workload under
the recommended resource allocation as related to its estimated execution time on
a dedicated machine (degradation limit Li). To use these guarantees in a server
consolidation scenario where, for example, a hosting company is planning to con-
solidate its customers' databases, the QoS requirements would be provided by the
hosting company and not by the end users. The hosting company would need
to determine how QoS requirements, like the degradation limit, relate to typical
service level agreements (SLAs) like transactions per second (TPS). Providing QoS
guarantees in the virtualization design advisor that directly map to typical end user
SLAs on metrics such as TPS is an interesting direction for future work. Such QoS
guarantees would involve investigating dierent cost modeling alternatives. Typical
query optimizers optimize for throughput and minimizing resource consumption,
which may not be appropriate for typical SLA metrics.
5. ONLINE REFINEMENT
Our virtualization design advisor relies for cost estimation on the query optimizer
calibrated as described in the previous section. This enables the advisor to make
resource allocation recommendations based on an informed and fairly accurate cost
model without requiring extensive experimentation. However, the query optimizer
{ like any cost model { may have inaccuracies that lead to suboptimal recommen-
dations. When the virtual machines are congured as recommended by our advisor,
we can observe the actual execution times of the dierent workloads in the dier-
ent virtual machines, and we can rene the cost models used for making resource
allocation recommendations based on these observations. After this, we can re-run
the advisor using the new cost models and obtain an improved resource allocation
for the dierent workloads. This online renement continues until the allocations
of resources to the dierent workloads stabilize and assumes that the workload will
not change during the renement process. We emphasize that the goal of online
renement is not to deal with dynamic changes in the nature of the workload, but
rather to correct for any query optimizer errors that might lead to suboptimal rec-
ommendations for the given workload. We present our approach for dealing with
dynamic workload changes in Section 6. Next, we present two approaches to online
renement. The rst is a basic approach that can be used when recommending allo-
cations for one resource, and the second generalizes this basic approach to multiple
resources.
5.1 Basic Online Renement
Our basic online renement approach is designed to rene the cost models used by
the virtualization design advisor if it is recommending resource allocations for one
resource (i.e., the estimated cost of a workload depends on the allocation level of
only one resource). We distinguish between two dierent types of cost models for
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two dierent types of resources. Some resources, such as CPU, can be described
with a linear model. Other resources, such as memory, can be described with
a piecewise-linear model. In the following we describe our approach for online
renement of each of these types of resources.
Online Renement for Linearly Modeled Resources: We were able to verify
that for resources like CPU, workload completion times are linear in the inverse
of the resource allocation level. This means that the cost of workload Wi under
resource allocation level ri can be represented by:
Cost(Wi;[ri]) =
i
ri
+ i
where i and i are parameters of the linear model for workload Wi. Before online
renement, i and i represent the query optimizer cost model for Wi. To obtain
these i and i values, we run a linear regression on multiple points representing
the estimated costs for dierent 1=ri values that we obtain during the conguration
enumeration phase. Subsequently, we rene the dierent cost models by adjusting
i and i based on the actual observed costs (workload execution times).
Let the estimated cost for workload Wi at the resource level recommended by
the design advisor be Esti. At run time, we can observe the actual cost of running
the workload, Acti. The dierence between Esti and Acti guides our renement
process. One important observation is that rening the cost models of the dierent
workloads will not lead to a dierent resource allocation recommendation unless
the renement process changes the slopes of the cost equations (i.e., the i's).
This is because allocation decisions are made based on the relative improvement,
or degradation, achieved when extra resources are allocated to, or taken from, a
given workload. If a cost model underestimates the real cost we have to increase
the slope, and if it overestimates the cost we have to reduce the slope. This will
cause the resource allocation recommendation to move in the correct direction. The
magnitude of the slope change should be proportional to the observed error (the
dierence between Esti and Acti). The further Acti is from Esti, the higher the
adjustment that is needed to correct the inaccuracy in resource allocation decisions.
At the same time, the line for the adjusted cost model should pass through the
observed actual point, Acti. These requirements lead us to the following heuristic
for rening the cost model: Scale the linear cost equation by Acti
Esti. Thus, the cost
equation after renement is given by:
Cost0(Wi;[ri]) =
Acti
Esti

i
ri
+
Acti
Esti
 i
After observing the actual execution times of all workloads and rening their cost
equations, we re-run the virtualization design advisor using the new cost equations
to obtain a new resource allocation recommendation. If the new recommendation
is the same as the old recommendation, we stop the renement process. Otherwise,
we perform another iteration of online renement. In the second iteration and
beyond, we have multiple actual observed costs for each workload from the dierent
iterations of online renement, so we obtain the linear cost equation by running a
linear regression based on these observed costs (without using optimizer estimates).
To prevent the renement process from continuing indenitely, we place an upper
bound on the number of renement iterations.
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Online Renement for Piecewise Linearly Modeled Resources: We have
observed that the linear cost model assumption does not necessarily hold for all
resources. For resources like memory, increasing the resource allocation does not
consistently result in performance gains [Dageville and Za t 2002]. For a given
workload, the extra allocated memory can only improve performance if the query
execution plans of the workload can benet from this memory. The query opti-
mizer generates execution plans assuming a certain amount of memory. Adding
more memory may improve performance for a given query execution plan, but the
magnitude and rate of performance improvement change signicantly when the
query execution plan changes. For example, changing from a nested loops join
to a hash join or changing from a multi-pass hash join to a single-pass hash join
signicantly changes the eect of memory allocation on performance. Therefore,
memory related performance gains tend to follow a piecewise linear behavior where
boundaries of the pieces correspond to changes in the query execution plan. As
a result, memory can be modeled using a piecewise linear model, and this model
accurately reects both the query optimizer estimated cost model and the actual
cost observed at execution. This means that the cost of workload Wi under resource
allocation level ri can be given by:
Cost(Wi;[ri]) =
ij
ri
+ ij for ri 2 Aij
where Aij is an interval of resource allocation levels corresponding to a particular
query execution plan, and ij and ij are the parameters of the linear model for
workload Wi in Aij.
To minimize the number of calls to the query optimizer, we use the candidate
resource allocations encountered during conguration enumeration to dene the Aij
intervals. During the initial conguration enumeration phase, the greedy search al-
gorithm calls the optimizer with dierent candidate resource allocations and obtains
a query execution plan and an estimated cost for each of these resource allocation
levels. The dierent query execution plans encountered during this phase dene the
boundaries of the Aij intervals. We also use linear regression to obtain the initial
ij and ij values, which correspond to the query optimizer cost estimates for the
dierent intervals.
Subsequently, we rene the dierent cost models by adjusting ij, ij and Aij
boundaries for the dierent intervals based on the observed execution times. Let
the estimated cost for workload Wi at the resource level recommended by the
design advisor be Esti. At run time, we can observe the actual cost of running the
workload, Acti. Using reasoning similar to that explained in the previous section, we
rene the cost model by scaling the cost equation by Acti
Esti. The actual observed cost
corresponds to a resource allocation in a particular Aij interval. However, in the
rst iteration, we scale all the intervals of the cost equation. This is done because
we assume that the estimation error is partly due to a bias (upward or downward) in
the optimizer's view of the sensitivity of this query to resource allocation levels, and
that this bias will be consistently present in all intervals. Scaling all the intervals
in the rst iteration of online renement is a heuristic designed to eliminate this
bias. Thus, the cost equation after the rst iteration is given by:
Cost0(Wi;[ri]) =
Acti
Esti

ij
ri
+
Acti
Esti
 ij for all j
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In the second iteration of online renement and beyond, an actual cost observa-
tion for a resource allocation ri within an interval Aij is only used to rene the cost
model within this interval. If this is the rst actual cost observation within Aij, we
scale the corresponding ij and ij by Acti
Esti, thereby adjusting the cost estimation
parameters obtained from the query optimizer. If this is the second actual cost
observation or beyond within Aij, we use linear regression on the observed costs to
determine ij and ij, meaning that we discard the query optimizer cost estimates.
The Aij intervals are dened based on the candidate resource allocations encoun-
tered during conguration enumeration. An interval Aij corresponds to a certain
query execution plan, and it ends with the largest resource allocation level for which
the optimizer was called during conguration enumeration and produced this plan.
The interval Ai(j+1) corresponds to a dierent plan, and it starts with the smallest
resource allocation level for which the optimizer was called and produced this plan.
There is a range of resource allocations between the end of Aij and the start of
Ai(j+1) for which we are not certain about which of the two plans will be used.
If during online renement we encounter a resource allocation ri in this range, we
need to decide which of the two intervals it belongs to. One possible approach
would be to call the optimizer with ri, but we want to minimize the number of
optimizer calls. Therefore, we assume initially that ri will belong to the closer of
the two intervals and we use the cost model for that interval. If later we obtain an
actual cost for this ri, we compare the actual cost to the estimated cost obtained
from Aij and from Ai(j+1), and we assign ri to the interval in which the estimated
cost is closer to the actual observed cost and we updated the interval boundaries
accordingly. Thus, if we do not have an actual cost observation, we assign ri to the
closer of the two intervals, while if we do have an actual cost observation, we assign
ri to the interval that produces the estimated cost that is closer to the actual cost.
Similar to the case of linear cost models, we place an upper bound on the number of
renement iterations, which, in our experiments, converges in one or two iterations.
5.2 Generalized Online Renement
The basic online renement approach is sucient if we are recommending alloca-
tions for one resource for which the assumption of either a linear or a piecewise
linear cost equation holds. In general, we will be recommending allocations for
more than one resource (e.g., CPU and memory). Moreover, it may be the case
that we cannot assume a linear cost equation for all resource allocation levels. We
deal with each of these issues in turn.
To enable online renement when we are recommending allocations for multiple
resources, we extend our assumptions of linear and piecewise linear cost equations to
multiple resources. In this paper, we deal with the case where we are recommending
allocations for M resources, where M   1 of them can be modeled using a linear
function while resource M is modeled using a piecewise linear function. This case
captures, for example, allocating CPU (linear model) and memory (piecewise-linear
model), which is our focus in this paper. In this case, we assume that the cost of
workload Wi given resource allocation Ri = [ri1;:::;riM] can be given by:
Cost(Wi;Ri) =
M X
j=1
ijk
rij
+ ik for riM 2 AiMk
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where the intervals AiMk are the intervals corresponding to the dierent query
execution plans obtained for dierent allocation levels of resource M for workload i.
As in the single-resource case, we obtain the boundaries of the AiMk intervals
during initial conguration enumeration. We obtain the initial ijk and ik for each
workload and each interval (which represent the optimizer cost model) by running
a linear regression on estimated costs obtained during conguration enumeration.
The linear regression is individually run for each interval of the piecewise modeled
resource M. In this case, the regression is a multi-dimensional linear regression.
To rene the cost equation based on observed actual cost, we use the same
reasoning that we used for the basic renement approach, and therefore we scale
the cost equation by Acti
Esti. Thus, the cost equation after renement is given by:
Cost0(Wi;Ri) =
M X
j=1
Acti
Esti

ijk
rij
+
Acti
Esti
 ik =
M X
j=1
0
ijk
rij
+ 0
ik
where 0
ijk = Acti
Esti  ijk and 0
i = Acti
Esti  ik and riM 2 AiMk.
As with the single-resource piecewise linear case, the rst iteration will cause the
ijk's and the ik to be scaled for all intervals of resource M. In the second itera-
tion and beyond only the ijk's and the ik of interval AiMk to which the current
resource allocation riM belongs will be scaled. After rening the cost equations
based on observed costs, we re-run the design advisor and obtain a new resource
allocation recommendation. If the newly obtained resource allocation recommen-
dation is the same as the original recommendation, we stop the renement process.
If not, we continue to perform iterations of online renement.
When recommending allocations for M resources, we need M actual cost obser-
vations in an interval of the riM intervals to be able to t a linear model to the
observed costs without using optimizer estimates in that interval. Thus, for the rst
M iterations of online renement in any interval AiMk, we use the same procedure
as the rst iteration. We compute an estimated cost Esti for each workload based
on the current cost model of that workload. We then observe the actual cost of the
workload Acti and scale the cost equation by Acti
Esti. For example, the cost equation
after the second iteration of online renement would be as follows:
Cost00(Wi;Ri) =
M X
j=1
Acti
Esti

0
ijk
rij
+
Acti
Esti
 0
ik =
M X
j=1
00
ijk
rij
+ 00
ik
where 00
ijk = Acti
Esti  0
ijk, 00
ik = Acti
Esti  0
ik and riM 2 AiMk. This approach retains
some residual information from the optimizer cost model until we have sucient
observations to stop relying on the optimizer. If renement continues beyond M
iterations for any interval, we t an M-dimensional linear regression model to the
observed cost points, and we stop using optimizer estimates. To guarantee termi-
nation, we place an upper bound on the number of renement iterations.
The linear and piecewise linear models are eective for CPU and memory. How-
ever, it may be the case that some other resources cannot be accurately modeled
using these types of models. For such resources, we still assume a model based
on linear cost equations, but we only allow the virtualization design advisor to
change the allocation level of these resources for any workload by at most max
(e.g., 10%). This is based on the assumption that for these resources the linear cost
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equations will hold but only within a restricted neighborhood around the original
recommended allocation. This local linearity assumption is much more constrained
than the global linearity assumption made in Section 5.1, so we can safely assume
that it holds for all resources that cannot be represented by globally linear cost
equations. However, the downside of using this more constrained assumption is
that we can only make small adjustments in resource allocation levels. This is suf-
cient for cases where the query optimizer cost model has only small errors. Online
renement for resources that cannot be modeled using linear or piecewise-linear
equations in situations where the optimizer cost model has large errors is a subject
for future investigation.
6. DYNAMIC CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
As we noted in Section 5, the goal of our online renement process is dealing
with optimizer inaccuracies that would lead to suboptimal decisions, rather than
handling dynamic changes in the characteristics of the workloads running on the
virtual machines. Even with an optimal initial conguration, the resource needs of
the workloads in the dierent virtual machines might change signicantly at run
time. This can be due to several factors, such as changes in the intensity of the
workloads (e.g., due to an increased number of clients), or changes in the nature
of the workloads (e.g., due to a new application with a new set of queries using
the database). In order to handle dynamic changes in the characteristics of the
running workloads we have devised a dynamic conguration management scheme.
Dynamic conguration management is based on monitoring the run-time behavior
of the workload for a predened xed interval, after which our virtualization design
advisor is able to detect changes in the characteristics of the workloads and dynam-
ically adjust the resource allocation among the virtual machines accordingly. The
re-allocation algorithm is chosen based on the degree of change in each workload.
Next, we present our metric for quantifying dynamic workload changes, and we
describe the re-allocation algorithm.
6.1 Relative Query Cost Estimate
Determining whether the changes in the workload are minor or major is essential
in deciding the appropriate resource re-allocation approach to deal with such a
change. Since our workloads consist of SQL statements, we choose to use changes
in the query optimizer cost estimates as an indicator of changes in the nature of
the workloads. We monitor the relative change in the average cost estimates of
workload queries between monitoring periods. If the change in estimated cost per
query is above a threshold, , we classify this as a major change. Otherwise, we
classify the change as a minor change. We use a threshold  = 10% in this paper.
We use the optimizer cost estimates as the basis of our metric for measuring
change because our resource allocation algorithm relies primarily on the optimizer
cost model with extra online renement. Thus, it is important to see changes in
queries through the eyes of the optimizer. Relying on the optimizer cost estimates
has the added advantage of making our change metric sensitive to changes in the
nature of the workload queries and not sensitive to variability in the run-time
environment (e.g., concurrently executing queries), which may aect the actual
execution time of the queries.
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It is important to note that although this metric relies on query optimizer cost
estimates, it is not signicantly aected by minor inaccuracies in the optimizer cost
model. The metric is based on comparing cost estimates, and inaccuracies will likely
be manifest in all cost estimates, and will therefore have a minor eect on the rela-
tive change in estimated cost. We also note that using the change in cost per query
enables the metric to focus on changes in the nature of the workload queries rather
than changes in the intensity of the workload. Our dynamic conguration manage-
ment algorithm can deal with changes in workload intensity without requiring the
change metric to detect these changes. Finally, we note that our algorithm only
requires classifying workload changes into major and minor. This is more robust
than a ner-grained classication that attempts to quantify the degree of change
in the workload. Moreover, our algorithm can deal with incorrect classication of
changes, at the cost of slower convergence to the correct resource allocation. We
describe our algorithm next.
6.2 Resource Re-allocation Based on Dynamic Changes in The Workload
Although the online renement approach described in Section 5 is meant for xing
optimizer modeling errors, the essence of the approach is to rene a previously es-
tablished cost model based on current observations. The online renement process
converges over one or more iterations to a xed cost model that compensates for
optimizer errors and is not further rened. Later on, as a result of changes in the
nature of the workload, we may observe actual execution costs that dier from the
execution costs predicted by this rened cost mode. In this case, the online rene-
ment approach would be equally eective in dynamically re-allocating resources in
response to the change in workload as it was in compensating for query optimizer
errors. However, the same reservation holds: just as this approach was meant to x
minor query optimizer errors, it would be successful in adapting to minor changes in
the workload. As indicated in the previous section, minor changes are cases where
the change in the per query cost estimate is less than . For larger changes in the
per query cost estimate the information reected in the cost models constructed
through online renement becomes less useful and less accurate. If changes in the
workload are classied as major (more than ), we decide to make the virtualization
design advisor restart its cost modeling for this workload from the initial state be-
fore online renement. For such major changes, the optimizer discards the rened
cost model, since that model reects information about a workload that is no longer
valid, and uses the optimizer cost estimates for deciding on the resource allocation.
For the next few monitoring periods, online renement will be performed at the
end of each step, thereby adjusting the resource allocation to compensate for inac-
curacies in the optimizer cost model, just like the case for static (i.e., unchanging)
workloads.
Although the change metric does not capture changes in workload intensity, this
does not aect the correctness of our approach. Changes in the intensity of the
workload but not the nature of the queries simply require additional iterations
of the online renement algorithm to adapt the cost model to the new intensity
(scaling the linear cost equations up or down). If the nature of the queries changes
and cost modeling is started from scratch, information about the relative intensities
of the workloads is not important. Thus, information about workload intensities
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needs to be passed to the virtualization design advisor at the end of each monitoring
period, and the advisor uses this information to determine whether new iterations
of online renement are required.
The approach described above assumes that the renement process has already
converged (i.e., we have reached a state where renement would not cause changes
in the recommended conguration and so renement was stopped). To handle
scenarios where the workload dynamically changes while the renement process is
not in a converged state, we introduce the relative modeling error metric Eip. The
relative modeling error metric Eip is the relative error between the estimated and
observed cost of running workload Wi in monitoring period p. We track Eip in the
dierent monitoring periods for all workloads whose online renement process has
not converged. If at the end of a monitoring period p we determine that a workload
whose online renement process has not converged has changed, we rst decide if
the change is major or minor. If this is a major change, we discard the cost model
of this workload and start from scratch using the query optimizer cost estimates.
In this case, Eip does not play a role in the decision process.
If the change in workload is a minor change, then we use Eip to decide between
two alternatives. The rst alternative is to continue with online renement even
though the workload has changed before the renement process converges. The
second alternative is to discard the cost model and start from the query optimizer
estimates (i.e., treat the minor change as a major change because it happened before
online renement converges). We decide between these two alternatives based on
the Eip values in the monitoring periods before and after the change (Ei(p 1) and
Eip, respectively). If both Ei(p 1) and Eip are below some threshold (we use 5%),
or if Eip is less than Ei(p 1), then we continue with online renement. The errors in
this case are either small, or are decreasing despite the minor change in workload,
so online renement can be expected to eectively handle these errors. If the above
condition is not satised (i.e., Ei(p 1) and Eip are above the threshold and Eip is
greater than Ei(p 1)), then we conservatively assume that online renement will
not be able to handle the changed workload so we choose the second alternative
and discard the cost model.
In general, after the initial recommendations of the virtualization design advisor
are implemented, both the relative modeling error and the workload change metric
are determined. For the second monitoring period and beyond, the model is dis-
carded and rebuilt whenever the change in the workload is major, and the actual
execution cost that was observed after the major workload change is saved and used
to perform an additional renement step prior to re-running the virtualization de-
sign advisor. Afterwards, new relative modeling error and workload change metrics
are collected, and the execution proceeds as described above. In each monitor-
ing period, if no change in the workload is detected, the online renement process
proceeds as described in Section 5.
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7. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
7.1 Experimental Setup
Environment: We conduct experiments using the DB2 V9 and PostgreSQL 8.1.3
database systems. The experiments use a machine with two 2.2GHz dual core AMD
Opteron Model 275 x64 processors and 8GB memory, running SUSE Linux 10.1.
We use Xen version 3.0.2 [XenSource ] as our virtualization environment, installing
both database systems on VMs running the same version of SUSE Linux as the host
machine. The resource control capabilities required by our conguration advisor
are available in all major virtualization environments, but we use Xen because of its
popularity. Most Linux distributions now come with full Xen support as a standard
feature.
Workloads: We use workloads based on the TPC-H and TPC-C benchmarks.
The two database systems have dierent TPC-H databases. For DB2, we use
an expert-tuned implementation of the TPC-H benchmark with scale factors 1
(1GB) and 10 (10GB). With indexes, the size of the databases is 7GB and 35GB,
respectively. For PostgreSQL, we use the OSDL implementation of the TPC-H
benchmark [DBT3 ], which is specically tuned for PostgreSQL. For most of our
PostgreSQL TPC-H experiments, we use a database with scale factor 1, which has
a total size on disk with indexes of 4GB. In Section 7.6, we use a PostgreSQL
database with scale factor 10, which has a total size on disk with indexes of 30GB.
The two database systems have also dierent TPC-C databases. For DB2, we use
an expert-tuned implementation of the TPC-C benchmark with 10 (1GB) and 100
(10GB) warehouses. For PostgreSQL, we use the tpcc-uva implementation of the
TPC-C benchmark [Llanos 2006] with 10 (1.3GB) and 100 (13GB) warehouses.
Virtual Machines and Resource Allocation: The basic setup for our exper-
iments is that we run N dierent workloads in N virtual machines that all share
the same physical machine. The Xen virtual machine monitor (known as the hyper-
visor in Xen terminology), like all virtual machine monitors, provides mechanisms
for controlling the allocation of resources to the dierent virtual machines. The
Xen hypervisor allows us to control a virtual machine's CPU allocation by varying
the CPU scheduling time slice of this virtual machine. The hypervisor also allows
us to control the amount of physical memory allocated to a virtual machine. Our
virtualization design advisor uses these mechanisms provided by Xen to control
the allocation of resources to the dierent virtual machines. For experiments that
focus only on deciding the CPU allocation, we give each virtual machine a xed
memory allocation of 512MB. We set the memory parameters of DB2 to 190MB
for the buer pool and 40MB for the sort heap (we do not use the DB2 self-tuning
memory manager, which automatically adjusts memory allocations). For experi-
ments that involve deciding the allocation of memory, which were conducted using
a 10GB DB2 TPC-H database, we leave 240MB for the operating system and give
70% of the remaining memory to the DB2 buer pool and the rest to the sort heap.
For PostgreSQL,we set the shared buers to 32MB and the work memory to
5MB. When running experiments with PostgreSQL on the TPC-H database with
scale factor 10, we give the virtual machine 6GB of memory, and we set the Post-
greSQL shared buers to 4GB and work memory to 5MB.
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To obtain the estimated workload completion times based on the query optimizer
cost model, we only need to call the optimizer with its CPU and memory parameters
set appropriately according to our calibration procedure, without needing to run
a virtual machine. To obtain the actual workload completion times, we run the
virtual machines individually one after the other on the physical machine, setting
the virtual machine and database system parameters to the required values. We
use a warm database cache for these runs.
For this execution setup to be valid we need to ensure that we can provide the
same degree of performance isolation to virtual machines running individually as
that experienced by virtual machines running concurrently. Our virtualization in-
frastructure (Xen) does not provide eective I/O performance isolation. We there-
fore set up an additional virtual machine that runs in all our experiments concur-
rently with the workload virtual machine. This additional virtual machine performs
heavy disk I/O operations to simulate the I/O contention that would be observed
in a production environment. This additional virtual machine simulating I/O con-
tention is used during the calibration process and during actual experiments. This
conservative approach magnies the eect of disk I/O contention in our experi-
ments. In a more realistic setup, the VMs would compete less for I/O, enabling
our advisor to achieve better performance improvements than the ones achieved
in the worst case scenario simulated by our experiments. We have experimentally
conrmed this for cases involving 2 and 3 virtual machines.
Performance Metric: Without a virtualization design advisor, the simplest re-
source allocation decision is to allocate 1=N of the available resources to each of
the N virtual machines sharing a physical machine. We call this the default re-
source allocation. To measure performance, we determine the total execution time
(estimated or actual) of the N workloads under this default allocation, Tdefault,
and we also determine the total execution time under the resource allocation rec-
ommended by our advisor for the dierent workloads, Tadvisor. Our metric for
measuring performance improvement is the relative performance improvement over
the default allocation, dened as
Tdefault Tadvisor
Tdefault . For the controlled experiments
in Sections 7.3{7.5, which are meant to validate our advisor's behavior, we com-
pute this metric based on the query optimizer cost estimates. For the remaining
experiments, the performance metric is computed using measured run times.
Roadmap: We have conducted several experiments to validate and evaluate the
conguration recommendations made by our virtualization design advisor. The
rst set of experiments, in Sections 7.3{7.5, are what we refer to as validation
experiments. In these experiments, the correct conguration recommendations are
known beforehand and are used to validate the behavior of our advisor. The rest
of the experiments are meant to evaluate the performance of our advisor in more
realistic scenarios where the correct behavior is not as intuitive to determine. In
these experiments, the best behavior (optimal allocation) is determined by means of
exhaustive search and compared to our advisor's recommendations. Experiments
in Section 7.6 and 7.7 show the ability of our advisor to provide near optimal
allocations for one and two resources, respectively. In Sections 7.8 and 7.9 we show
the ability of our design advisor to x inaccuracies in the optimizer cost model by
means of online renement. Finally, the experiment in Section 7.10 is designed to
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show the ability to our advisor to use dynamic conguration management eectively
to deal with run-time changes in the workloads.
7.2 Cost of Calibration and Search Algorithms
The cost of the query optimizer calibration process depends on the target DBMS.
Calibrating the DB2 optimizer involves executing stand-alone programs to mea-
sure the following three resource related parameters: CPU speed, I/O bandwidth,
and I/O overhead. The DB2 optimizer can determine all of its remaining resource
related parameters from these three parameters. Calibrating CPU speed takes 60
seconds for low CPU allocations and 20 seconds for high CPU allocations. Calibrat-
ing I/O parameters takes 105 seconds. For both DB2 and PostgreSQL, calibrating
the I/O parameters is done for only one CPU setting since we have observed that
these parameters are independent of the virtual machine CPU conguration. In
total, the DB2 calibration process for all CPU allocation levels to the virtual ma-
chine takes less than 6 minutes. Calibrating the PostgreSQL optimizer involves
executing SQL queries to calibrate CPU related parameters, and stand-alone pro-
grams to measure I/O related parameters. Calibrating the CPU parameters takes
an average of 90 seconds for low CPU allocations and 40 seconds for high CPU allo-
cations. Calibrating the I/O parameters takes 60 seconds. The entire PostgreSQL
calibration process takes less than 9 minutes.
The cost of the search algorithm used by the virtualization design advisor depends
on whether we are doing the initial recommendation or online renement. For the
initial recommendation, the search algorithm needs to call the query optimizer
multiple times for cost estimation. In all our experiments, the algorithm converges
in 8 iterations of greedy search or less and takes less than 2 minutes. For online
renement, the search algorithm uses its own cost model and does not need to call
the optimizer. Convergence still takes 8 iterations or less of greedy search, but this
takes less than 1 minute. With these results we can see that the overhead of our
design advisor is acceptable: a one-time calibration process that requires less than
10 minutes, and a search algorithm that typically takes less than 1 minute.
The cost of dynamic resource re-allocation depends on the re-allocation approach
used. If additional online renement iterations are used, they typically takes 3 to
4 iterations. Restarting cost model construction would have similar costs to the
initial recommendation phase.
7.3 Sensitivity to Workload CPU Needs
In this set of experiments, we verify that our advisor can accurately respond to the
dierent resource needs of dierent workloads. For this experiment, we examined
the behavior of the 22 TPC-H queries for a database with scale factor 1, and we
determined that Q18 is one of the most CPU intensive queries in the benchmark
(i.e., its performance improves signicantly if it is given more CPU), while Q21 is
one of the least CPU intensive queries in the benchmark (i.e., its performance does
not improve too much if it is given more CPU). Thus, we use workloads consisting of
multiple instances of Q18 and Q21, and we vary the resource needs of the workloads
by varying the number of instances of the two query types. One subtle point to note
here is that Q21 has much longer estimated and actual run times than Q18, so a
virtual machine that is running one instance of Q18 will appear to be \less loaded"
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than a virtual machine that is running one instance of Q21, and hence the Q21 VM
will be given more resources by our advisor. This would be the correct decision in
this case, but we want to make sure that any variation in the resource allocation to
the dierent workloads is due to variations in their resource needs, and not simply
due to their having dierent lengths. Thus, for DB2, we use 25 instances of Q18 as
our CPU intensive workload \unit", which we refer to as C, and 1 instance of Q21
as our CPU non-intensive workload unit, which we refer to as I. For PostgreSQL,
we use 20 instances of Q18 as C, and 1 instance of Q21 as I. To create workloads
with dierent CPU needs, we combine dierent numbers of C and I units. Note
that both C and I are decision support queries that both have fairly high CPU
demands, even though the demands of C are greater than I. Hence, using C and
I for our workloads leaves almost no slack for the advisor to improve performance.
Our purpose in this section is to illustrate that the advisor can detect the dierent
resource needs of the dierent workloads and improve performance even in this
competitive environment. For this set of experiments, the virtualization design
advisor only recommends CPU allocations, and memory is left at its default level.
In our rst experiment, we use two workloads that run in two dierent virtual
machines. The rst workload consists of 5 C units and 5 I units (i.e., W1 = 5C+5I).
The second workload has k C units and (10   k) I units for k = 0 to 10 (i.e.,
W2 = kC + (10   k)I). As k increases, W2 becomes more CPU intensive while W1
remains unchanged. The relative sizes of the workloads remain unchanged due to
the way we scale C and I to have the same size. Figures 12 and 13 show for DB2 and
PostgreSQL, respectively, for dierent values of k, the amount of CPU allocated
to W2 by our virtualization design advisor (on the left y-axis) and the estimated
performance improvement of this allocation over the default allocation of 50% CPU
to each workload (on the right y-axis). For small k, our design advisor gives most
of the CPU to W1 because W1 is more CPU intensive. As k increases, our advisor
is able to detect that W2 is becoming more CPU intensive and therefore it gives
W2 more CPU. Overall performance is improved over the default allocation. The
performance improvement decreases as k increases from 0 to 3, this is due to the
fact that the opportunity for improvement decreases as the two workloads become
more alike. When the two workloads are similar to each other, where k = 4;5;6, the
default allocation is optimal. As k increases beyond 6 improvement opportunities
can be found by allocating more CPU to W2, thus performance improvement ramps
up once more. The magnitude of the performance improvement is small because
both workloads are fairly CPU intensive, so the performance degradation of W1
when more of the CPU is given to W2 is only slightly oset by the performance
improvement in W2. The main point of this experiment is that the advisor is able to
detect the dierent resource needs of dierent workloads and make the appropriate
resource allocation decisions.
In our second experiment, we use two workloads that run in two dierent virtual
machines. The rst workload consists of 1C unit (i.e., W3 = 1C). The second
workload has k C units for k = 1 to 10 (i.e., W4 = kC). As k increases, W4 becomes
longer compared to W3, and hence more resource intensive. The correct behavior
in this case is to allocate more resources to W4. Figures 14 and 15 show for DB2
and PostgreSQL, respectively, the CPU allocated by our design advisor to W4 for
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Fig. 12. Varying CPU intensity (DB2).
Fig. 13. Varying CPU intensity (PostgreSQL).
dierent k and the performance improvement due to this allocation. Initially, when
k = 1, both workloads are the same so they both get 50% of the resources. However,
as k increases and W4 becomes more resource intensive, our search algorithm is
able to detect that and allocate more resources to this workload, resulting in an
overall performance improvement. The performance improvements in this gure
are greater than those in the previous experiment since there is more opportunity
due to the larger dierence in the resource demands of the two workloads.
Our next experiment demonstrates that simply relying on the relative sizes of the
workloads to make resource allocation decisions can result in poor decisions. For
this experiment, we use one workload consisting of 1 C unit (i.e., W5 = 1C) and
one workload consisting of k I units for k = 1 to 10 (i.e., W6 = kI). Here the goal
is to illustrate that even though W6 may have a longer running time, the fact that
it is not CPU intensive should lead our algorithm to conclude that giving it more
CPU will not reduce the overall execution time. Therefore, the correct decision
would be to keep more CPU with W5 even as W6 grows. Figures 16 and 17 show
for DB2 and PostgreSQL, respectively, that our search algorithm does indeed give
a lot less CPU to W6 than is warranted by its length. W6 has to be several times
as long as W5 to get the same CPU allocation.
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Fig. 14. Varying workload size and resource intensity (DB2).
Fig. 15. Varying workload size and resource intensity (PostgreSQL).
Fig. 16. Varying workload size but not resource intensity (DB2).
It is clear from these experiments that our virtualization design advisor behaves
as expected, which validates our optimizer calibration process and our search al-
gorithm. It is also clear that the advisor is equally eective for both DB2 and
PostgreSQL, although the magnitudes of the improvements are higher for DB2.
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Fig. 17. Varying workload size but not resource intensity (PostgreSQL).
Fig. 18. Varying memory intensity (DB2).
7.4 Sensitivity to Workload Memory Needs
In this experiment, we investigate the eciency of our allocation algorithm for
memory sensitive workloads. To construct our workloads we examine the behavior
of the TPC-H queries running on a DB2 TPC-H database with scale factor 10. We
found Q7 to be one of the most memory sensitive TPC-H queries and Q16 to be one
of the least memory sensitive queries. In this controlled experiment we construct
two workloads units B and D. A single B unit contains a single instance of TPC-H
Q7 and a single D unit contains 150 instances of Q16 to match the run time of
the B unit at 100% allocated memory. We use these two workload units to run an
experiment similar to the one in Section 7.3.
In this experiment, we use two workloads consisting of B and D workload units.
The rst workload consists of 5 B units and 5 D units (i.e., W7 = 5B + 5D).
The second workload has k B units and (10   k) D units for k = 0 to 10 (i.e.,
W8 = kB + (10   k)D). Figure 18, shows for dierent values of k, the amount of
memory allocated to W8 by our virtualization design advisor (on the left y-axis)
and the estimated performance improvement of this allocation over the default
allocation of 50% memory to each workload (on the right y-axis). As expected,
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Fig. 19. Eect of L9 (DB2).
for small k, our design advisor gives most of the memory to W7 because W7 is
more memory intensive. As k increases, our advisor is able to detect that W8 is
becoming more memory intensive and therefore it gives W8 more memory. Overall,
performance is improved over the default allocation except in the cases where the
two workloads are similar to each other so that the default allocation is optimal.
The magnitude of the performance improvement is small because in most cases
both of the workloads contain a comparable number of memory intensive units.
Despite this, our advisor is able to detect these minor dierences and provides us
with optimized allocation decisions.
7.5 Supporting QoS Metrics
In this section, we demonstrate the ability of our virtualization design advisor to
make recommendations that are constrained in accordance with the user dened
QoS parameters (the degradation limit, Li, and the benet gain factor, Gi). For
these experiments we use ve identical workloads, W9{W13, each consisting of 1
unit of the DB2 C workload used in Section 7.3. The optimal allocation decision in
this case is to split the resources equally between the workloads, but we set service
degradation limits and benet gain factors for two of the workloads to inuence
this decision. In the rst experiment we vary the service degradation limit of W9,
L9, from 1.5 to 4.5, and we give W10 a xed degradation limit L10 = 2:5.
Figure 19 shows the service degradation of all workloads for dierent values of
L9. We can see that our virtualization design advisor was not able to meet all of
the required constraints when L9 = 1:5, but for all of the remaining degradation
settings, the virtualization design advisor was able to meet the constraints specied
by L9 and L10, and limit the degradation that W9 and W10 suer. This comes at
the cost of higher degradation for the other workloads, but that is expected since
the Li parameters specify goals that are specic to particular workloads.
In our second experiment we vary the benet gain factor Gi parameter for work-
load W9 from 1 to 10 while leaving it at 4 for W10 and at 1 for the remaining
workloads. Figure 20 shows the CPU allocated to W9 as G9 increases. Our advisor
was capable of recognizing that although both workloads have the same character-
istics, a unit of benet to W10 is valued more than a unit of benet to W9, which
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Fig. 20. Eect of G9 (DB2).
in turn is valued more than the remaining workloads. Hence, the advisor gives
more CPU to W10. For G9  5, gains achieved by allocating more CPU to W9
become more important than gains achieved by allocating CPU to the remaining
workloads, so W9 is allocated the most CPU. Sometimes increasing G9 does not
result in an increase in CPU allocation since the amplication of the benet to W9
caused by G9 is oset by the degradation in performance experienced by W10 and
the other workloads as resources are taken from them. The remaining workloads
share the CPU as evenly as possible as they have the same characteristics and the
same benet gain factor as well.
7.6 CPU Allocation for Random Workloads
The experiments in the previous sections are fairly \controlled" in the sense that we
know what to expect from the design advisor. In this section, we demonstrate the
eectiveness of our advisor in allocating CPU to random workloads for which we
do not have prior expectations about what the nal conguration should be. Our
goal is to show that for these cases, the advisor will recommend resource allocations
that are better than the default allocation.
Each experiment in this section uses 10 workloads. We run each workload in a
separate virtual machine, and we vary the number of concurrently running work-
loads from 2 to 10. For each set of concurrent workloads, we run our design advisor
and determine the CPU allocation to each virtual machine and the performance
improvement over the default allocation of 1=N CPU share for each workload. Each
virtual machine is given a xed amount of memory as described in Section 7.1.
We present results for three random workload experiments. The rst experiment
uses queries on a PostgreSQL TPC-H database with scale factor 10. For this
experiment, each of the 10 workloads consists of a random mix of between 10
and 20 workload units. A workload unit can be either 1 copy of TPC-H query Q17
or 66 copies of a modied version of TPC-H Q18. We added a WHERE predicate
to the sub-query that is part of the original Q18 so that the query touches less
data, and therefore spends less time waiting for I/O. The number of copies of the
modied Q18 in a workload unit is chosen so that the two workload units have the
same completion time when running with 100% of the available CPU.
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Fig. 21. CPU allocation for N workloads on TPC-H database (PostgreSQL).
Fig. 22. CPU allocation for N TPC-C + TPC-H workloads (DB2).
The second and third random workload experiments use 10 workloads running on
DB2 and PostgreSQL, respectively. The workloads are running in dierent virtual
machines. Of these workloads, 5 are TPC-C workloads that run on a 10 warehouses
database. Each of these workloads accesses between 2 and 10 warehouses with 5
to 10 clients accessing each warehouse. The other 5 workloads consist of up to 40
randomly chosen TPC-H queries, 4 of them run on a scale factor 1 database, and
one of them runs on a scale factor 10 database.
Figures 21, 22 and 23 show, for these experiments, the changes in CPU allocation
to the dierent workloads as we introduce new workloads to the mix. It can be
seen that our virtualization design advisor is correctly identifying the nature of new
workloads as they are introduced into the mix and is adjusting the resource alloca-
tions accordingly. The slopes of the dierent CPU allocation lines are not the same
for all workloads, indicating that some workloads are more CPU intensive than
others. It can also be seen that the advisor maintains the relative order of the CPU
allocation to the dierent workloads even as new workloads are introduced. The
fact that some workload is more resource intensive than another does not change
with the introduction of more workloads.
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Fig. 23. CPU allocation for N TPC-C + TPC-H workloads (PostgreSQL).
Fig. 24. Performance improvement for N workloads on TPC-H database (PostgreSQL).
Figure 24 shows the actual performance improvement under dierent resource al-
locations for the PostgreSQL TPC-H experiment. The gure shows the performance
improvement under the resource allocation recommended by the virtualization de-
sign advisor, and under the optimal resource allocation obtained by exhaustively
enumerating all feasible allocations and measuring performance in each one. The
gure shows that our virtualization design advisor, using a properly calibrated
query optimizer and a well-tuned database, can achieve near-optimal resource allo-
cations. We return to the actual performance of the TPC-C+TPC-H workloads in
Section 7.8.
7.7 Allocating Multiple Resources with Random Workloads
In the previous experiments we showed that our virtualization design advisor ef-
fectively handles workloads that are sensitive to a single resource. In this section,
we demonstrate the eectiveness of our design advisor in recommending resource
allocations for multiple resources, namely CPU and memory.
In this experiment we use 10 random workloads. We run each workload in a sep-
arate virtual machine, and we vary the number of concurrently running workloads
from 2 to 10. For each set of concurrent workloads, we run our design advisor and
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Fig. 25. CPU allocation for N workloads when allocating M resources (DB2).
Fig. 26. Memory allocation for N workloads when allocating M resources (DB2).
determine both the CPU and memory allocation to each virtual machine and the
performance improvement over the default allocation of 1=N CPU share and 1=N
memory share for each workload.
In this experiment we use queries on two DB2 TPC-H databases, one with scale
factor 10 and the other with scale factor 1. In this setting, there are rich opportu-
nities for improving performance by changing both CPU and memory allocation.
The workloads consist of several workload units. The workload unit for the work-
loads running on the scale factor 10 TPC-H database is 1 instance of 10GB TPC-H
query Q7 and 1 instance of 10GB TPC-H query Q21. The workload unit for the
workloads running on the scale factor 1 TPC-H database is 150 instances of 1GB
TPC-H Q18. The number of copies of Q18 in a workload unit is chosen so that the
two workload units have the same completion time when running with 100% of the
available CPU and memory. Each workload consists of up to 10 workload units.
Figures 25 and 26 show the changes in CPU and memory allocation to the dif-
ferent workloads as we introduce more virtual machines with new workloads to
our design advisor. As in Secion 7.6, it can be seen that our virtualization design
advisor correctly identies the nature of new workloads as they are introduced and
adjusts the resource allocations accordingly. Again, it can be seen that the advisor
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Fig. 27. Performance improvement for N workloads when allocating M resources (DB2).
maintains the relative order of the CPU allocations even as new workloads are in-
troduced. The same does not hold for memory allocations. Sometimes the relative
order of the memory allocation to the dierent workloads is not preserved. This is
because the eect of memory on performance is nonlinear, and this fact is reected
in the query optimizer cost model, while the eect of CPU on performance is linear.
Figure 27 shows the actual performance improvement under dierent resource
allocations for this experiment. The gure shows the performance improvement
under the resource allocation recommended by the virtualization design advisor,
and under the optimal resource allocation obtained by exhaustively enumerating
all feasible allocations and measuring performance in each one. The gure shows
that our virtualization design advisor can achieve near-optimal resource allocations
when recommending allocations for multiple resources.
7.8 Online Renement
In some cases, the query optimizer cost model is inaccurate so our resource alloca-
tion decisions are suboptimal and the actual performance improvement we obtain
is signicantly less than the estimated improvement. Most work on automatic
physical database design ignores optimizer errors even if they result in suboptimal
decisions. One of the unique features of our work is that we try to correct for op-
timizer errors through our online renement process. In this section, we illustrate
the eectiveness of this process using the DB2 TPC-C+TPC-H workloads from
Section 7.6. Since we are only allocating CPU to the dierent virtual machines in
this experiment, we use the basic online renement approach that is described in
Section 5.1.
We expect the query optimizer to be less accurate in modeling OLTP workloads
such as TPC-C than DSS workloads such as TPC-H. The optimizer cost model
does not accurately capture contention or update costs, which are signicant fac-
tors in TPC-C workloads. Thus, the optimizer tends to underestimate the CPU
requirements of the TPC-C workloads in this experiment. The TPC-C workloads
are indeed less CPU intensive than the TPC-H workloads since I/O is a higher frac-
tion of their work, but the query optimizer sees them as much less CPU intensive
than they really are. The optimizer, therefore, leads the advisor to allocate a large
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Fig. 28. CPU allocation for N TPC-C+TPC-H workloads after online renement (DB2).
portion of the CPU to the TPC-H workloads. Implementing the CPU allocations
recommended by the advisor (before online renement) results in negative actual
performance improvements, which are shown in Figures 30 and 31 for DB2 and Pos-
greSQL, respectively. These recommendations are clearly inaccurate. However, if
we run our online renement process on the dierent sets of workloads, the process
converges in at most two iterations and gives the CPU allocations shown in Fig-
ures 28 and 29 for DB2 and PosgreSQL, respectively. We have veried that these
CPU allocations are the same as the optimal allocations obtained by performing
an exhaustive search that nds the allocation with the lowest actual completion
time. In these CPU allocations, the TPC-H workloads are getting less CPU than
before, even though they are longer and more resource intensive. The CPU taken
from these workloads is given to the TPC-C workloads and provides them with an
adequate level of CPU. The resulting actual performance improvements are much
better than the improvements without online renement, and are also shown in
Figures 30 and 31 for DB2 and PosgreSQL, respectively. Thus, we are able to
show that our advisor can provide eective recommendations for dierent kinds of
workloads, giving us easy performance gains of up to 28% for DB2 and up to 25%
for PostgreSQL.
7.9 Online Renement for Multiple Resources
In this section, we illustrate the eectiveness of our online renement approach for
multiple resources described in Section 5.2. To set up this experiment we need
to expose inaccuracies in the optimizer cost model that would lead to suboptimal
allocation recommendations for memory, since it is the only resource other than
CPU considered in this paper. We examine the behavior of the 22 TPC-H queries on
a 10GB DB2 TPC-H database, and we compare the actual and estimated sensitivity
of the queries to changes in memory allocation. We found that for some queries the
optimizer underestimates the eect of increasing the DB2 sort heap on performance.
These queries benet signicantly from increasing the sort heap, but this benet
is not modeled accurately by the optimizer. We use two of these queries (Q4 and
Q18) to construct our rst workload unit. Our second workload unit consists of a
random mix of other TPC-H queries (Q8, Q16, and Q20). The workload units are
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Fig. 29. CPU allocation for N TPC-C+TPC-H workloads after online renement (PostgreSQL).
Fig. 30. Improvement for N TPC-C+TPC-H workloads with online renement (DB2).
Fig. 31. Improvement for N TPC-C+TPC-H workloads with online renement (PostgreSQL).
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Fig. 32. CPU allocation for N TPC-H workloads after online renement of M resources (DB2).
Fig. 33. Memory allocation for N TPC-H workloads after online renement of M resources (DB2).
scaled to have the same execution time as in previous experiments. Ten workloads
are randomly constructed from these 2 workload units (between 10 and 20 units
per workload). As expected, the advisor misses the opportunity for improving
performance when it relies on the query optimizer cost estimates before online
renement. The advisor does not allocate more memory to workloads that would
benet from the additional sort heap memory. However, when we run our online
renement process on the dierent sets of workloads, the process converges in at
most 5 iterations and gives the CPU allocations and memory allocations shown
in Figures 32 and 33, respectively. The online renement process compensated
for the optimizer underestimation of the eect of the sortheap parameter for the
relevant workloads, and the memory and CPU were allocated accordingly. The
resulting actual performance improvements are much better than the improvements
without online renement. Both of these improvements are shown in Figure 34.
This experiment shows that online renement for multiple resources can eectively
compensate for optimizer errors, yielding performance improvements of up to 38%.
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Fig. 34. Improvement for N TPC-H workloads with online renement of M resources (DB2).
7.10 Dynamic Conguration Management
In this experiment, we demonstrate the eectiveness of our dynamic conguration
management scheme presented in Section 6. The experiment setting is an extension
of the online renement experiment described in Section 7.8. We use the two work-
loads W24 and W25 (TPC-H and TPC-C on DB2). After the virtualization design
advisor determines the initial conguration, the execution is monitored for 9 mon-
itoring periods. The length of each monitoring period is 30 minutes. To simulate a
minor change in the workload characteristics, in each period the TPC-H workload is
incremented with a single TPC-H workload unit. To simulate major changes in the
workloads, in periods 3 and 7 the two workloads are switched between the virtual
machines. At the end of each monitoring period, the virtualization design advisor is
supplied with the monitoring information and its conguration recommendation is
implemented before the start of the following period. We measure the performance
improvement of dynamic resource re-allocation over the default allocation. We also
measure the performance improvement over default allocation when continuously
running online renement at the end of each monitoring period, which means that
we treat all workload changes as minor changes, and which can be one possible
alternative to dynamic conguration management.
Figure 35 shows the allocated CPU shares in the dierent periods for each of the
two workloads using dynamic resource re-allocation and continuous online rene-
ment. As expected, dynamic resource re-allocation was able to successfully detect
the major changes in the workload in periods 3 and 7 and adjust the CPU shares
accordingly in periods 4 and 8. On the other hand, continuous online renement
failed to adapt quickly to major changes in workload characteristics.
Figure 36 shows the actual performance improvements using these two approaches.
The gure shows that continuous online renement works well when there are only
minor changes in the workloads. When there is a major change in period 3, online
renement gave poor recommendations and was not able to recover prior to the sec-
ond major change in period 7. On the other hand, dynamic resource re-allocation
managed to match the optimal allocation at each monitoring period.
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Fig. 35. CPU allocation for 2 TPC-C+TPC-H workloads with continuous online renement and
with dynamic conguration management (DB2).
Fig. 36. Performance improvement for 2 TPC-C+TPC-H workloads with continuous online re-
nement and with dynamic conguration management (DB2).
8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we considered the problem of automatically conguring multiple vir-
tual machines that are all running database systems and sharing a pool of physical
resources. Our approach to solving this problem is implemented as a virtualization
design advisor that takes information about the dierent database workloads and
uses this information to determine how to split the available physical computing
resources among the virtual machines. The advisor relies on the cost models of
the database system query optimizers to enable it to predict workload performance
under dierent resource allocations. We described how to calibrate and adapt the
optimizer cost models so that they are used for this purpose. We also presented
techniques that use actual performance measurements to rene the cost models
used for recommendation as a means for correcting the cost model inaccuracies.
We presented a dynamic resource re-allocation scheme that makes use of run-time
information to react to dynamic changes in the workloads. We conducted an ex-
tensive empirical evaluation of the virtualization design advisor, demonstrating its
accuracy and eectiveness.
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